
Her eyes gaze listlessly out the passenger window, watching the passing fields 
sweep by. She’s nervous. Her wet palms fidget with the hand controls on her 
wheelchair. With every passing mile, the distance from home makes her  
stomach sink deeper. It doesn’t go unnoticed. Mom gives her a reassuring 

smile, but to tell you the truth, that almost makes it worse. It’s another reminder that, in all 
of her 15 years, she’s never spent this much time away from her family. And beyond the 
usual apprehensions that would distress any teenager on their first trip to summer camp, 
deeper reservations follow her. They coalesce and dance in her mind, like the cloud of 
dust that chases the minivan as it crosses the gravel road to Camp Grassick. How am  
I going to do this?   

A week passes, and when her mother returns to the sparkling 
shores of Lake Isabel, her daughter is beaming. The quiet  
car ride from before is now bubbling with breathless  
stories and non-stop laughter. She’s radiating with a new  
confidence, recalling the friendships, technologies,  
achievements and adventures of an unforgettable  
week at TechnoCamp. 

Friends, 

There’s something about summer camp that 
never quite leaves us. The smell of bonfire… 
the glow of lightning bugs…the thrill of a new  
challenge, ready to be embraced.  
Around every tent pole and 
compass needle, there’s an-
other chance to gain valuable 
skills and discover what we’re 
capable of.

Now in a traditional camping 
format, these opportunities 
prepare the camper to be 
as independent as possible, 
outside her climate-controlled 
environment. 

Summer camps at the Anne Carlsen Center 
aren’t that much different—but instead of 
survival skills, we teach social skills. Instead of 
learning to tie knots, we teach campers to fly 

drones. Instead of navigating 
down a river on a canoe, we 
show campers how to sail down 
a sidewalk, on their very first 
independent bike ride.

And that’s just the beginning.  
Read on about our exclusive  
camping programs, and con-
sider a gift of summer learning 
and fun with your donation to 
the Anne Carlsen Center. 



T E C H N O C A M P

What do you get 
when you com-
bine rambunc-
tious teenagers, 
awesome camp 
counselors and 
super-cool tech-
nologies? An expe-
rience of a lifetime. 

TechnoCamp is an immersive, five-day bonan-
za of traditional camp activities enhanced by 
adaptive tools. Hosted by Elks Camp Grassick 
near Dawson, North Dakota, TechnoCamp 
empowers teenagers with special needs to 
enjoy the great outdoors while exploring their 
own potential, using adaptive technology for 
functional learning activities and creative  
digital endeavors. 

 

In a safe, structured environment directed by 
specially-trained counselors, friendships form 
and memories are made. Stories are shared 

both around the fire and in camper-produced 
broadcasts. Special guests, like Concordia 
Professor/Mad Scientist Dr. Graeme Wyllie, 
conduct amazing science experiments that 
illuminate the mind and 
dazzle the eye, providing 
plenty of exciting conver-
sation for the hay ride in 
the evening. 

Imagine: a young person 
in a wheelchair, taking  
his first trip on a pontoon. 
Or eating his first  
roasted marshmallow.  
Or showing his proud  
parents the video he 
made, preserving the  
moment forever.

This, my friends, is the 
height of accessibility…
and it’s only made  
possible through your 
support. Please review  
the attached insert to  
see how your gift powers  
the TechnoCamp  
phenomenon.  
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i C A N  B I K E

The mission 
of this wonderful 
program is beauti-
fully simple: teach 
young people with 
physical or intellec-
tual disabilities to 
learn how to ride a 
two-wheeled bike. 

Through adaptive equipment and personal 
coaching, trained staff and volunteer “spotters” 
help riders pedal, steer, and balance their way 
on a bike, using special rollers in place of con-
ventional wheels. As they progress throughout 
the weeklong program, these rollers become 
narrower and narrower, until eventually, the 
riders build the confidence to “lose the training 
wheels,”  achieving a major milestone on their 
journey to independence. 

I could go on and on about how important  
it is for young people to know how to ride a  
bike independently…how it builds confidence, 
eliminates stigmas and teasing, and encourages 
quality family time.  

These testimonials from last year’s  
iCan Bike parents speak for themselves:

This is such an incredible program! We will be 
recommending it to others. It is so emotional 
for us parents to see our son ride a bike —  
after so many years of trying — and what a 
confidence booster for him. Thank you!”

Ted was excited about this event from Day #1. 
It was a pretty special moment watching him 
ride on his own on a two-wheeled bike for  
the first time.” 

Support our iCan Bike campers — over 80% of 
them succeed after completing the program 
— and punch a ticket to a summer of inclusion, 
confidence, and sidewalk adventures. See the 
attached insert for more information. 
 
As you can see, your tax-deductible donation 
will provide so much more than just a few un-
forgettable summer memories. A generous gift 
today fosters the skills and confidence that can 
last a lifetime.

Thank you in advance for helping us provide 
these life-changing possibilities.  

 With gratitude, 

 
 Eric M. Monson 
 Anne Carlsen Center CEO 
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